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Andromeda Metals is an Australian company with a vision 
to lead the world in the sustainable supply of superior 
quality industrial minerals. With its large, high quality 
halloysite-kaolin resources, ADN seeks to build long-term 
relationships with customers globally, supporting them to 
produce premium products and clean technologies. The 
company’s core asset is The Great White Project (TGWP). 
www.andromet.com.au 

Valuation A$0.220 (from A$0.210)

Current price A$0.018
Market cap A$56m
Cash on hand A$7.87m (31 March 24)

Additional Resources

Upcoming Catalysts / Next News

Period  
1HCY24 Final funding of Stage 1A+ of GWP
2HCY24 Commencement of construction 
2HCY24 Bulk customer samples delivered
1HCY25 Commencement of production
Ongoing Offtake agreement signing

Share Price (A$)

Source: FactSet, MST Access

Binding offtake agreements for The Great White Project 
(TGWP) validate project quality; demand ramping up: ADN signed a key 
binding offtake agreement with IberoClays in Europe and has indicated that it 
expects binding agreements to reach 100ktpa. 

Bringing forward expansion plans: With expected sales volumes now 
exceeding initial planned Stage 1A production capacity of 50ktpa, 
the expansion to what is now called Stage 1A+ has been brought 
forward. This will increase cumulative production capacity to 90ktpa. First 
production from Stage 1A is expected 10 months from FID and Stage 1A+ 7 
months later. Later stages have also been rescheduled, including a target for 
TGWP to operate at 300ktpa 6 months before previously scheduled.

Funding plans progress: Key funding plans are progressing, with the goal 
of finalising them upon converting an offtake and funding agreement with 
Traxys to a binding agreement in the near term.

Investment Thesis
Funding as the next catalyst: ADN is on track to start production with 
significant binding offtake agreements in place. Finalising TGWP funding, 
after signing an agreement with Traxys, is the next catalyst for a re-rating.

TGWP's unique value proposition: The development-ready, world-class 
kaolin deposit has exceptional mineral characteristics and low production 
risks. Its products target premium, fast-growing market segments (ceramic 
tiles, porcelain tableware, cement additives). Located in the Tier-1 region of 
South Australia, TGWP benefits from low-risk mining and processing with a 
minimum 28-year mine life, positioning ADN to generate long-term, high-
margin cash flow and create substantial value.

Path to significant EBITDA: Once funded, key steps to value creation 
include starting construction, signing additional offtake agreements for project 
expansion, commencing production, and ramping up to full capacity of 
300ktpa of kaolin. At full capacity, and using ADN's DFS pricing scenarios, 
we expect TGWP to generate A$160m in EBITDA with margins of over 50%.

Valuation: A$0.22 (prev. A$0.21); Stage 1A+ Only - A$0.09
Our valuation for ADN is A$0.22/share. The valuation has increased by the 
bringing forward of production via Stage 1A+. Our scenario of valuing just 
Stage 1A+ also sees notable upside at A$0.09. We see strong upside to the 
share price as ADN funds, constructs and commences production at TGWP. 

Risks
Key risks include funding issues, project delays, escalation in capital costs 
and inability to secure required offtakes. 

NEED TO KNOW
Significant offtake agreements validate project quality 

Production expansion plans brought forward 

Funding negotiations continue to move forward 

Andromeda Metals
ADN.AX

03 June 2024

A research platform of MST Financial

http://www.andromet.com.au/
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Figure 1: Financial Summary

Source:  ADN; MST estimates
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Market Demand Validates Project Quality 
Significant offtake progress evident – IberoClays a major 
milestone
Over recent months, ADN has been focused on optimising its product marketing strategy, led by a 
focus on high-value European end-markets. The company has been gaining traction on its objective of 
securing binding offtake agreements with additional high-quality partners to underpin the expected 
production from TGWP, with a landmark binding agreement secured with IberoClays confirmed earlier 
this year.

IberoClays has been a key target customer for ADN due to IberoClays' market position as a world-
leading formulator for high-quality ceramic tiles. ADN expects that inclusion within its formulations will 
open up broader opportunities within the regional market in Europe over time. 

The offtake strategy also includes sale direct to tier 1 (predominantly Spain and Italy) and tier 2 
manufacturers as well as selling product into the growing Asian market.

Figure 2 illustrates how this strategy is intended to take effect.

The agreement with IberoClays is central to ADN's success in the broader regional market, and 
therefore provides a couple of key positive indicators for the advancement of TGWP:

product quality validation: This agreement validates the product's potential in high-value 
markets where long-term supplies of kaolin are of increasing concern

potential increased demand: Inclusion within IberoClays' formulations is central to broader 
industry formulations in other regional markets, and therefore provides potential follow-on demand 
with other manufacturers downstream from IberoClays. 

Figure 2: ADN's offtake strategy for the global high-quality ceramic tiles market

Source: ADN.
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The agreement with IberoClays includes supply of 8–10k wet metric tonnes (wmt) in Year 1 and 10–
20kwmt in Year 2 for sale into the ceramics and tile sectors, with a further 2kwmtpa in product 
earmarked for the concrete industry. As such the agreement accounted for a sizeable chunk of the 
initial production capacity at TGWP of 50ktpa. 

The 5-year agreement makes IberoClays the exclusive distributor for TGWP kaolin in Italy, Spain and 
Portugal. The importance of market validation and alignment with the right end-market customers is a 
crucial component of effective development planning for kaolin, and ADN's success with a European 
leader such as IberoClays is highly significant. We highlight that IberoClays trades over 800ktpa of raw 
materials for ceramics.  

Figure 3: IberoClays warehousing infrastructure at Port of Castellon in Spain

Source: ADN
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Figure 4: Summary of ADN's binding offtake and marketing agreements

Source: ADN.

Figure 5: Break up of ADN Offtakes Contracted and Heads of Agreement

Source: ADN
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Converting offtake with Traxys to a binding agreement – a key 
for ADN
In November 2023, ADN announced a non-binding heads of agreement (HOA) with Traxys to "pursue 
mutually beneficial business opportunities linked to the sale and purchase of Andromeda's halloysite-
kaolin products for distribution into ceramic tile production, and other applications, into selected 
geographies". 

Since that agreement was confirmed,  ADN has been negotiating with Traxys to convert the agreement 
to binding, and to identify potential sales geographies where the partnership could be focused, as well
as undertaking product validation and refining the likely marketing approach for target markets 
identified. Importantly, financing options form part of the HOA. 

The agreement with Traxys is targeting similar key terms to the binding agreement with IberoClays, 
with potential key terms outlined as follows:

5-year term commencing 1QCY25  

20–30kwmt p.a. of the Great White CRM™ ceramics product

10–15kwmt p.a. of the Great White HRM™ concrete product

Given the discussions around potential financing solutions (see next section) included under the HOA, 
this process remains ongoing. However, the prospect of a significant de-risking milestone being 
confirmed over the near term is significant.

Management has indicated to the market that the negotiations with Traxys are at an advanced stage 
and that the company remains confident that an agreement will be signed.

Other non-binding agreements – Indian focus
ADN has signed a number of HOAs and MOUs that may lead to binding arrangements. One such 
major non-binding agreement is in India.

HOA with Opaque Ceramics, India
ADN has signed a non-binding HOA with Opaque Ceramics, which ADN regards as an “outstanding 
family-run company with proprietary technology and a wide range of products”. Opaque is currently 
using zircon as a pacifier to whiten certain products within its portfolio and, given the growing market 
concerns about the longer-term availability of sufficient zircon supply, ADN sees a significant 
opportunity to displace zircon across various applications, including paints and coatings. Opaque also 
has strategic strength in its established laboratories, which drives advantages in product development, 
enabling the potential for kaolin to be advanced as a potential zircon substitute in Opaque’s current 
manufacturing over the near term.

Key elements of this agreement include:

the purchase by Opaque of 5,000–10,000 wmtpa of Great White CRM™ for direct sales and 
distribution into the ceramic tile, ceramic glaze, porcelain tableware and sanitaryware markets in 
India and potentially other markets, including Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Middle East, Saudi Arabia 
and Oman

the development of a new product, utilising an additional 5,000–10,000 wmtpa of Great White 
kaolin product, to enhance or expand the existing range of Opaque zircon-based products, 
through incorporating the unique qualities of Great White kaolin, including high brightness and its 
zircon replacement potential

offtake term of 5 years, with first shipments planned during 1QCY25.

The HOA provides that binding offtake agreements are to be negotiated expeditiously and in good 
faith, following a framework for end-use customer acceptance and validation.
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Indian market opportunity 
The 'natural home' for product: During the period of work driving engagement in Europe, ADN also 
engaged with customers from other offshore markets – including India, where the advancing European 
relationships appear to have significantly aided potential end-market opportunities in this fast-growing 
region for ceramics production. A population of 1.4 billion people and a growing middle class, recent 
growth in production capacity as well as freight proximity (lower cost) and regulatory (free-trade) 
advantages make India the 'natural home market' for TGWP product.

India a rising leader in digital printing: India is amongst the global leaders in the key area of digital 
printing, where significant investment is being made in continuous printing infrastructure to compete 
head-to-head with Spanish and Italian producers. India has emerged as a significant exporter in the 
global market for ceramics and competes globally in both the high-end and commodity segments of the 
market.

Strategic alignment with Hallet Group
ADN has a strategic partnership with Hallet Group, the largest integrated supplier of 
building/construction materials in South Australia, aimed at commercialising Great White HRM .

ADN has been working on securing 'natural' partners within the local market for Great White HRM   in 
recent years. However, given the product is relatively novel in usage within cement and concrete, this 
has been a slow process. ADN expects the agreement to drive new product development within the 
South Australian market given Hallet is increasingly focused on innovation. ADN states that Hallet has 
existing unique formulations across a wide array of applications, and that the opportunity to 
commercialise Great White HRM  within the building and construction industry (aimed primarily at 
developing low-carbon alternatives) to supply industries in South Australia is large.

Supplying to a local company provides a significant logistical edge. In addition to the financial benefits 
of the agreement, this arrangement provides broader benefits to ADN such as access to supply of 
steel, timber and other services.

Figure 6: Ceramic tile producers, exporters and consumers  

Source:  ADN
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Funding Arrangements for TGWP Continue 
Discussions on offtakes and strategic partners taking 
precedence
ADN’s key focus remains ongoing discussions with potential customers and other potential strategic 
partners. The company will prioritise completing these talks to lay the groundwork ahead of financing 
discussions based on the updated DFS released in August 2023.

ADN aims to firm up the project revenue to 70–75% bankable (i.e. supported by binding offtakes) 
across various end products.

Potential for higher debt capacity, with new markets realising 
higher returns
With emerging end-market opportunities, such as zircon replacement, potentially improving pricing and 
margins, management has indicated that these may improve the company's ability to service debt and 
lower its equity financing requirements for initial project capex.

Furthermore, ADN has indicated that HRM’s validation in core value-in-use properties, such as a 
rheology (flow) modification, increase in strength and reduction in cement, could drive a 2.5-3x 
increase in price versus that achieved for its kaolin ceramics products.

The overarching objective is to segment the market for the best possible returns and thereby realise 
the best possible financing solutions.

Traxys HOA shows potential of this strategy
The HOA with Traxys, although not binding, shows the potential of this strategy. Traxys is a globally 
significant company with a strong distribution network and a balance sheet to support debt and/or 
equity funding.

The partnership with Traxys has the potential to significantly derisk TGWP in a number of areas, 
further supporting an anticipated final investment decision (FID).

The relationship has the potential to accelerate the commercialisation of TGWP’s high-quality 
halloysite-kaolin products, through leveraging Traxys’ global reach, intimate working knowledge of 
industrial minerals supply chains and deep access to financing options.

ADN has flagged that the potential financing arrangements under this partnership include:

supporting funding required through to FID

acting as a potential cornerstone investor in the final project, financing equity raising and provision 
of required working capital facilities.

Traxys has a deep network of trading and financing relationships in industrial minerals. Access to this 
network has the potential to assist ADN in expanding across global markets, thereby securing further 
binding offtake commitments. In addition, the HOA includes debt and trade financing options, and 
potential cornerstone equity participation.
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Pull Forward of Production and Cash Flow 
Staged production plans realigned with demand
TGWP has moved rapidly towards a point where the existing staged production plan warranted review 
for increased capacity, particularly in light of the ongoing focus on optimising the product marketing 
strategy (led by a focus on high-value European end-markets) and highly credible and capable 
partners (IberoClays and Traxys) showing strong engagement.

As a consequence, ADN recently announced that it was bringing forward staged expansion from the 
initial Stage 1A nominal capacity of 50ktpa (with first production 10 months after FID). Under the new 
plan, ADN will increase cumulative nominal capacity to 90ktpa as an intermediate step 7 months later  
(in what is being dubbed 'Stage 1A+'). Furthermore, the company expects to expand production in 
'Stage 1B', 7 months after that (a few months sooner than the original plan). Finally, ADN now expects 
Stage 2 to come on ~6 months ahead of prior expectations. Figures 6–7 summarise these changes.

Figure 7: 2023 DFS capacity vs 2023 rescheduled capacity

Source: ADN

Figure 8:  Details of rescheduled capacity

Source: ADN
 Note: ADN notes that these volumes exclude Great White HRM™, which may support future expansion opportunities as customer 

testing processes unfold.
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Bringing forward production and cash flows
Importantly, ADN has noted that the existing DFS assumptions beyond the scheduling changes "have 
not materially changed". This is a positive indication of the current DFS's conservative approach, and 
improvements in cost inflation pressures that have been evident across the mining industry in recent 
years. 

The revised schedule has 2 impacts in terms of net NPV impact, which offset each other:

earlier production and cash flows

pull forward of associated capex.

The critical Stage 1A+ component of the project, which targets 90ktpa (dry) through to month 24, 
requires $83m of capex. ADN is contemplating this stage in isolation of the remaining stages as a 
standalone investment decision to maximise the potential value realisation and avoid concentrated 
risks around higher funding requirements for the overall 300ktpa (dry) project. 

ADN has provided an update to the current economic fundamentals of each stage of the project. The 
update indicates the following key metrics (see Figure 7):

Stage 1A+: pretax NPV (8) of A$264m and IRR of 27% (post-Ttax NPV (8) of A$206m and IRR of 
26%)

Stage 1B: pretax NPV (8) of A$555m and IRR of 71% (post-tax NPV (8) of A$387m and IRR of 
67%)

Stage 2: pretax NPV (8) of A$359m and IRR of 73% (post-tax NPV (8) of A$242m and IRR of 
57%).

The analysis highlights that the reasonable returns indicated by Stage 1A+ are expected to accelerate 
as the project moves into larger-scale production under the following stages. As such, the project's 
economic tailwinds over time, and the significant de-risking and leverage that would result from a 
successful Stage 1A+, are an important consideration and validation of ADN's development approach 
after engagement with potential customers. 

Figure 9: Pre-tax NPV (8) (real) of each stage of TGWP

Source: ADN.
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New CEO Set to Drive the Next Phase 
The current CEO, Bob Katsiouleris, has successfully steered ADN through a critical product marketing 
realignment process towards a less commoditised end-market strategy in partnership with high-value 
customers. With this program of works now significantly de-risked given the binding agreement with 
IberoClays and advanced negotiations with Traxys, Mr Katsiouleris will return to Europe and move into 
a Board advisory role. A new CEO, Luke Anderson, will take over in August.

Mr Anderson has extensive experience with industrial minerals companies globally as well as in 
logistics with specific experience in South Australia, most recently as the CEO of One Rail Australia, 
and prior to that CFO of Oz Minerals.

Prior to this, he was CEO and President at Unimin Corporation (renamed Covia Corporation in 2018), 
the largest industrial mining company in North America and a subsidiary of SCR-Sibelco NV, a major 
kaolin producer based in Belgium. Mr Anderson held a number of roles at Normandy Industrial 
Minerals, Australia’s largest diversified industrial minerals producer and a division of ASX-listed 
Normandy Mining, which was later acquired by Newmont Corporation. 

Mr Anderson has endorsed the refocused strategy implemented by Mr Katsiouleris, and his strong 
credentials will be pivotal in progressing the development of TGWP through to production, and for 
ADN’s long-term success.

Mr Anderson has commenced a transitional period with Mr Katsiouleris prior to his formal appointment 
as CEO in August. He has joined ADN as a consultant, increasing his involvement with and access 
to the Board and management team in this interim period.

Figure 10: Post-tax NPV (8) (real) of each stage of TGWP

Source:  ADN.
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Valuation: A$0.22 (Previous A$0.21) 

Earlier Production, Additional Capex 

Small Upgrade to Valuation 
Valuation summary: our analysis suggests strong upside
Based on our current assessment of the fundamental value of TGWP, we believe that ADN’s share 
price is currently trading at a substantial discount to fair value.

Our NPV for ADN is A$0.22/share, fully diluted for remaining equity finance requirements to fund 
capital expenditure for the project. Our valuation indicates significant upside compared to the current 
share price.

Our methodology is summarised in Figure 10, assumptions shown in Figure 11 and key sensitivities 
detailed in Figure 12.

Production and Capex Brought Forward - Small Valuation Upgrade
The updated DFS in August 2023 illustrated substantial improvements in the already strong economic 
case underpinning the project. 

TGWP has moved to  a point where the existing staged production plan warranted review for increased 
capacity.

ADN brought forward staged expansion from the initial Stage 1A nominal capacity of 50ktpa (with first 
production 10 months after FID). Under the new plan, ADN will increase cumulative nominal capacity 
to 90ktpa as an intermediate step 7 months later  ('Stage 1A+'). and the company expects to expand 
production in 'Stage 1B', 7 months after that (a few months sooner than the original plan). Finally, ADN 
now expects Stage 2 to come on ~6 months ahead of prior expectations. 

The revised schedule has 2 impacts in terms of net NPV impact, which offset each other:

earlier production and cash flows

pull forward of associated capex.

The Stage 1A+ component of the project, which targets 90ktpa (dry) through to month 24, requires 
$83m of capex. ADN is contemplating this stage in isolation of the remaining stages as a standalone 
investment decision to avoid concentrated risks around higher funding requirements for the overall 
300ktpa (dry) project. 

We have taken into account the revised production forecast and have increased our valuation to 
A$0.22 from A$0.21, with the pulled forward capex almost netting out the value of the earlier cash flow. 
We do see strong logic for the change in production plan as it does pull cash flow forward and reduces
overall capex risk for the entire product. 

Figure 11:  Valuation summary

Source:  MST.
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Key assumptions of our valuation
An average realised product price of A$769/t (escalated at 2.5% p.a.)

A mine development schedule as outlined in the 2023 DFS Rescheduled capacity and the 
inclusion of Stage 1A+ and incorporating a staged ramp-up to 300ktpa of product (600ktpa plant 
throughput)

First product sales in FY25

70% debt funding for Stage 1A+, with an equity raising of A$25m @ $0.05 per share.

Figure 12:  Key assumptions

Source: MST Estimates
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What if Scenario? Only Stage 1A+ is completed

Valuation of A$0.09 Significantly Higher than Current Share 
Price 
We have run a "what if" scenario looking at the case where only Stage 1A+ is ever completed. In this 
scenario we keep all other assumptions the same.

The inherent value of the project is demonstrated under this scenario, and shows the significant 
valuation gap from the current share price. A Stage 1A+ only valuation is A$0.09 per share, fully 
diluted, compared to the current share price of A$0.017.  

Positive catalysts for the share price and valuation
Funding of Stages 1A and 1A+: The funding of capital expenditure relating to major resource 
developments for small companies is always a major challenge and uncertainty. Delivery of a 
competitive funding package for the project would be a major de-risking catalyst for the stock.

Cornerstone investor, such as Traxys: A cornerstone investor into the project would add 
significant credibility to the project as well as reducing the requirement for debt and/or equity
market funding.

Binding offtake agreements and expanding markets: Further binding offtake agreements with 
firm visibility on volumes and prices would be a significant de-risking catalyst for the project.

Early project delivery: The early commencement of any of the stages of the project would 
generate cash flows sooner and would reflect positively on management, which would likely boost 
the valuation.

Price increases: The valuation is sensitive to the underlying kaolin price. Price increases would 
have a positive effect on the valuation and share price.

Capital cost and/or operational cost savings: Capital and operational cost savings would 
benefit the valuation and would reflect positively on management.

Figure 13:  Sensitivity analysis

Source:  MST.
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Risks to the share price and valuation
We highlight the key risks to the share price and our valuation below, noting that early-stage mining 
projects have a number of key risks which need careful management and consideration.

Company and project-specific risks
Access to funding: There is no guarantee that sufficient funding will be available to advance or 
develop the project. The inability to secure funding would be a major negative for the stock.

Offtake risks: Lack of progress or failure to sign offtake agreements present a major risk to the 
project.

Further delays to development: Any delays in moving into construction would be a negative for 
the stock.

Cost inflation: Inflation is an issue in the global economy at present and is particularly acute with 
regards to the mining industry. Any inflation in operational or capital costs without a corresponding 
increase in the commodity price would compress the project's margins and potentially undermine 
its economics and viability.

Macro risks
Approvals processes: The mining lease is in hand, but some secondary approvals are required.

Kaolin price decreases: This is the key valuation sensitivity (see Figure 10).

Foreign exchange rates: As shown in Figure 10, material appreciation of AUD/USD would 
negatively impact our valuation. Our base-case assumption is $0.65 AUD/USD.

Mitigating factors
The project’s location in South Australia close to port and other key infrastructure, as well as the 
simple, shallow nature of the deposit and conventional processing, are all notable tailwinds for the 
project. These favourable factors provide an offset to the risk inherent to a mining development in 
general as well as project-specific risks identified for the TGWP. These factors provide confidence in 
the project potential and offset the risk profile by:

providing certainty around the project timeline (approvals, availability of labour and equipment)

reducing technical risks given the project’s history and access to qualified local mining capability

minimising political risks given the supportive state government and local community

benefiting from infrastructure tailwinds given the project’s location close to the South Australian 
coastline.
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